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Show Respect

Play Safe

Be Kind

Attentive Listener

Live our Virtues 



Recess Guidelines
During the winter months, there 

are safety guidelines that 

students need to be aware of for 

outside recess play. When the 

snow hits the ground, students 

are going to want to play in it –

and that is okay. 



Supervisors
Staff are outside to help students and 

keep them safe.  Supervisors circulate 

around the yard with orange vests, and 

have  designated areas for duty. Ask 

supervisors for passes and go to them 

for help and advice.  Supervisors may 

deem certain areas, field (icy) or games 

“off limits” for a time due to safety 

reasons. They need your cooperation.



Recess Guidelines
❖ Snow is for sharing…there is always room for one more to help 

build a fort!

❖ Destroying what others create will make others upset – don’t do 

it. This includes taking snow boulders from others. 

❖ Throwing or kicking snow or ice, especially at others could result 

in an injury – don’t do it!

❖ Brush and stomp off the snow before coming inside. 

❖ Behind baseball screen is considered out of bounds. We can not

see what is happening.  

❖ We will only use appropriate equipment for outside.  If it is too 

cold or too icy we will then restrict the use of other equipment.  

❖ No technology items outside.

❖ Each student needs a washroom pass.  

❖ Due to safety concerns sliding is not allowed on .

❖ Playing on the hills is fun as long as it is done appropriately and 

the hill is not too big.   

❖ All students must wear snow pants if playing in the snow (e.g. 

rolling around, sitting, sliding, etc.).  Boots is also a must if 

playing out on the field.    



Recess Guidelines
Students should also follow the direction of the 

supervision staff.  School winter safety policies are 

designed to protect everyone on school property from 

injury. The adult on duty sets the rules!

Other guidelines…

▪ Sometimes our snow hills are risky and will be 

deemed off limits.  This includes forts. 

▪ Use the Tools For Life, Kelso Choices to solve 

most issue.   Physical Contact and bullying must be 

reported to staff member.



Recess Guidelines
▪ We need our front entrance clear for the 

entire recess. 

▪ Staff will respond accordingly to what you 

have done if you have not followed an 

agreement e.g. blue card, sent to office, 

talk to you. 

▪ In the hallway, we continue to move quietly 

and safely.  Please use the railing when 

the floors are wet. 

▪ Listen to staff directions for exiting and 

entrance procedures.  





Dress Properly
Students need to be aware of temperatures
and wind chills to make proper clothing 
choices. Heavy coats, hats, mitts and boots 
are essential. Snow pants are a good idea as 
well. Even if students stay inside for 
recesses, travel to and from school can be 
cold.

If you bring it to school in the morning, 
you will wear it at recess!

You will also need indoor shoes to wear 
during the winter inside the school. 



Temperature Alert

We keep an eye on the weather 

most days but especially during the 

winter. We follow the general 

guideline that if the wind chill 

measures between -15 and -19 

degrees, we will shorten recess and 

if it is below -20 degrees, outdoor 

recess will be cancelled. 



Early Dismissal

Our school has practical plans for school 

closures and early dismissals due to severe 

snow or ice, extreme cold or unsafe road 

conditions. Be sure you know what you need 

to do in case the school has to close early. If 

you are a bus student, you will just get on the 

bus as usual. If you are a walker, you may 

have different procedures to follow than your 

regular day.



On the Yard…
Due to the cold weather and changing 

temperatures, there is a lot of ice on 

the ground around our school yard.  

Please make sure that you are being 

very careful when walking on the 

pathways and on the yard.  We are 

salting these areas to try to get rid of 

some of the ice, but we need to make 

sure that we are being very careful.  

We do not want you to get hurt!



Cancelled Buses

If the buses are cancelled, the 

school is still open and walkers 

are expected to attend. If a bus 

student gets driven to school, 

they need to make arrangements 

to be picked up as well. If buses 

are cancelled, they are cancelled 

for the whole day.



School Closure
If you wake up in the morning and 

the weather is really bad, please 

check the radio or school board 

website (www.wcdsb.ca) for 

information about our school 

being closed. If the school is 

closed, buses will be cancelled 

and the school will be closed for 

the whole day.

http://www.wcdsb.ca/


If you do not ride the bus, we need you 

to walk to school – even in the winter.  

It is nice when we can get a ride to 

school, but more cars means more 

opportunities for an accident.

If your parents insist on driving you, 

please make sure that they are 

following the rules of the road and the 

rules of our parking lot. … know where 

they are!

Walking To and From School 



Walking To and From School 
With the number of cars we have, sometimes walking can 

be dangerous.  Here are some reasons and tips…

• Roads often freeze and it takes cars longer to come to 

a full stop – give them more room before crossing the 

street.

• Be respectful… don’t walk down the middle of the 

street.

• Sight lines for cars are limited by snow piles – make 

sure that the drivers can see you!

• Snow piles that are close to roads may seems like a 

great place to play, but a slip can easily cause you to 

slide down right on to the roadway and close to cars –

• Whenever you are walking on the street…. Think 

safety first

• Always follow the direction of the Crossing Guard 



Snowball and Snowflake 

say, “Play safe, stay 

warm, and enjoy the 

snow.”


